NEVER ENDING GIFTS!
The greatest concern I receive from people is that they struggle sponsoring others into
program they've joined. Once you read what I have to share with you, this problem,
will disappear for everyone forever!
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THIS IS HOW!
Return this completed circular, $20.00 and 7 F,/C stamps. For your entry fee you'll be entered
into a 7 level gifting matrix through which you'll receive $2 gifts through all levels. All that
will ever be required of you thereafter is to get just I person to join us. If you'll do that your
money concerns will end, I promise.

HERE'S FIOW!
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"EVERYTIME" your !D# reaches levels 4, 5, 6, and 7 you will be reentered iilto the
program automatically through all 4 levels. Each reentry saves you $20 and
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is. THIS IS A HUGE BENEFIT TO YOU. As the program develops the multiplying
effect of your 4 reentries wili absolutely astou;d you by the nlmber of .uih gif-tt
I'll be sending you.
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FURTHER HELP!
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Since sponsoring is such a problem for many people I can build this business for
you. Simply include an additional $ 14.00 and I'll get your first person.
This service should ease your concerns about the success of the program
I WILL NEVER STOP SPONSORING MY OWN PROGRAM!.
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FINALLY!

7.)

Get this circular, your $20.00 and 7 F/C stamps back to me and let's begin the only
gifting program that will be trouble free for you.
I'LL GET'YOU THE GIFTS YOU NEED!!!
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NAME:
ADDRESS:

CITY:

STATE/ZIP+4:
COUNTRY:
JOSEPH T. POMASKI . 24 E. CENTER ST.,# 10 - DILLON, MT

59725-2645 USA

P.S. To accelerate your gifts yoti may gift in as many others as you like.
join
If you
the building service I offered for $ 14.00 you'll be helping all those you gift in with
profound effects for all of you.
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You won't need to send stamps for those you

gift in.

